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Computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA) systems have evolved over approximately 40
years, through advances in devices to capture the image from a microscope, huge increases
in computational power concurrent with amazing reduction in size of computers, new
computer languages, and updated/expanded software algorithms. Remarkably, basic
concepts for identifying sperm and their motion patterns are little changed. Older and
slower systems remain in use. Most major spermatology laboratories and semen processing facilities have a CASA system, but the extent of reliance thereon ranges widely. This
review describes capabilities and limitations of present CASA technology used with boar,
bull, and stallion sperm, followed by possible future developments. Each marketed system
is different. Modern CASA systems can automatically view multiple ﬁelds in a shallow
specimen chamber to capture strobe-like images of 500 to >2000 sperm, at 50 or 60
frames per second, in clear or complex extenders, and in <2 minutes, store information for
30 frames and provide summary data for each spermatozoon and the population. A few
systems evaluate sperm morphology concurrent with motion. CASA cannot accurately
predict ‘fertility’ that will be obtained with a semen sample or subject. However, when
carefully validated, current CASA systems provide information important for quality
assurance of semen planned for marketing, and for the understanding of the diversity of
sperm responses to changes in the microenvironment in research. The four take-home
messages from this review are: (1) animal species, extender or medium, specimen
chamber, intensity of illumination, imaging hardware and software, instrument settings,
technician, etc., all affect accuracy and precision of output values; (2) semen production
facilities probably do not need a substantially different CASA system whereas biology
laboratories would beneﬁt from systems capable of imaging and tracking sperm in deep
chambers for a ﬂexible period of time; (3) software should enable grouping of individual
sperm based on one or more attributes so outputs reﬂect subpopulations or clusters of
similar sperm with unique properties; means or medians for the total population are
insufﬁcient; and (4) a ﬁeld-use, portable CASA system for measuring one motion and two
or three morphology attributes of individual sperm is needed for ﬁeld theriogenologists or
andrologists working with human sperm outside urban centers; appropriate hardware to
capture images and process data apparently are available.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The journal Theriogenology and computer-assisted
sperm analysis (CASA) have evolved over the past 40
years, starting from ‘what if’ thoughts by a few visionary
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individuals. Neither arose spontaneously, but rather
evolved from centuries of observations, contemplation,
experimentation, therapy, and reporting to the public
(Fig. 1). Interestingly, the ﬁrst issue of Theriogenology,
founded by veterinarians in 1974, did not include a rationale for starting the journal or a comment on anticipated
content. Germane to this article, the list of Associate Editors
included several sperm biologists. Development of CASA
resulted from efforts of a few individuals (PhD, DSc, MD,
DVM) interested in sperm motion (or morphology), from
the perspectives of basic biology or unbiased evaluation of
the quality of sperm from bulls, humans, and stallions.
These spermatologists recognized that imaging, recording,
and computing technology were improving very rapidly,
and recruited assistance with selection of hardware and
especially development of software. Pioneers of CASA had a
clear goaldautomated and accurate measurement of motion of individual sperm in a population, to allow calculation of their velocities and proportion of sperm exhibiting
progressive motility, and thereby eliminate the bias of
subjective ‘estimates’ by technicians. For neither the journal nor CASA was the path to today’s success linear, however, both concepts have stood the ‘test of time.’
2. Introduction
The acronym CASA represents, interchangeably in the
literature, the terms “computer-aided sperm analysis” and
“computer-assisted sperm analysis.” Origin and use of the
term excluded ﬂow cytometric evaluations, and probably
evolving lens-free imaging of cells in a population (see
Section 6) should be excluded. As summarized in Section 3
and detailed elsewhere [1], CASA systems: (1) project successive images of a sperm suspension onto a detector array;
(2) detect objects based on intensity of pixels in a frame or
light scatter; and (3) use special software to extract desired
information and produce the desired output. Systems provide many values for motion or morphology of each spermatozoon studied, which are illustrated and deﬁned in
Boyers et al. [1]. Accuracy and sensitivity of each output
measure is determined by the system’s proprietary software, but each output value for sperm motion or concentration reﬂects the sperm-suspending medium, sample
chamber depth, hardware, and instrument settings.
Early electronic or multi-image systems for viewing
sperm were developed to provide objective information
on sperm motion or morphology [1–4] (see the
Supplementary data for a brief history of CASA). As accuracy
and precision improved, it was thought that measured
values should allow accurate prediction of potential
‘fertility’ of a subject (typically expressed as percentage of
pregnant females, proportion of females having young, or
litter size). Today, most andrologists recognize that notion
was foolish and unrealistic for biological reasons related to
sperm per se, events in a female subject, and problems
with measurement of fertility [5–11], discussed in Sections
3.2 and 3.3. Nevertheless, CASA has an important and
increasing role for assurance of product quality of semen
marketed for AI of cattle, horses, or pigs. In boar studs,
concurrent measurements of sperm concentration and
percentage of motile sperm facilitate high hourly

throughput of marketable doses of semen and discard of
unsuitable semen.
Perhaps most of today’s clinical theriogenologists evaluating boars, bulls, or stallions intended for use via natural
mating have a practice for which the semen portion of
andrologic (breeding soundness) evaluations seemingly can
be performed with a binocular microscope including: (1)
phase-contrast and bright-ﬁeld objectives; (2) appropriate
condenser; and (3) thermostage allowing examinations at
recommended temperature. Although bias and inaccuracy
of visual estimations of percentage of motile sperm are well
known, and to a lesser extent affect evaluation of sperm
morphology, it unlikely that use of a currently available
CASA system in a breeding soundness examination would
allow better advice to a client, because the goal is eliminating ‘duds.’ Periodic retraining of those making visual
estimations might improve accuracy and be a better
expenditure; CASA technicians also require retraining [12].
For andrologists/theriogenologists working for a genetics company, a custom semen processing organization,
or in a large group practice, most of today’s CASA systems
offer the advantage of reduced bias compared with visual
evaluations plus outcome measures which could provide a
reliable basis to reject or use a given semen sample, optimally prepare the ‘units’ of semen for distribution, and
assure that quality of product meets speciﬁcations. In such
applications (see Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 5), decisions for a
given sample might be based on values for a few carefully
selected, independent, sperm motion attributes and all
other CASA output values suppressed to avoid ‘information
overload’. For research, most output values from a CASA
system could inform about sperm function or status.
It is unwise to assume that outcome values from two
different CASA systems, analyzing the same sample, would
be almost identical even if the measures are given the same
names; hardware and algorithms would differ. We found
no valid comparison of CASA systems, among many articles
on the topicda valid comparison must start with detection
of sperm or other objects in a ﬁeld of view and this cannot
be achieved by playing the same DVD to different systems.
Strobe illumination, splitting the image of sperm in each
ﬁeld of view into several beams, and directing a beam to
the image detector in each of two or more systems followed
by processing of their images would seem necessary.
This review describes present technology and use of
CASA systems with boar, bull, and stallion sperm, followed
by possible future developments. We caution readers that
output values from a given CASA system depend on optimization of settings for the sperm type, extender, etc. Our
instructions precluded citing most CASA articles. Concepts
presented herein pertain equally to laboratory species (e.g.,
mice, monkeys, rats, rabbits), companion animals, wildlife or
endangered species, and humans. It is crucial to remember
that sperm of each species differ in overall size, head shape,
frequency of abaxial attachment of tail, etc., and, therefore,
have different velocities and especially patterns of motion.
3. Present technology
Today there are more than 12 CASA systems marketed,
somewhere in the world, for use with animal sperm. Most
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Fig. 1. Centuries of examining sperm and learning about reproduction were given impetus with the dawn of rectovaginal AI of cattle in the late 1930s and
especially by rapid expansion of use of AI between 1944 and 1955. Researchers and bull stud personnel recognized a need for objective methods to evaluate
sperm quality. Another seminal event was a severe blizzard in north-central Colorado (USA) in 1949, which caused varying degrees of scrotal frostbite in range
bulls, followed almost immediately by initiation of ‘bull testing’ by University veterinary personnel to identify bulls whose semen was satisfactory (semen
collected in the ﬁeld by artiﬁcial vagina). Veterinarians responded to increasing requests from ranchers, and in 1954 formed the ‘Rocky Mountain Society for the
Study of Breeding Soundness of Bulls’ to exchange ideas and publish a ‘journal’. In 1974, codevelopment of CASA and Theriogenology started (box). Four decades
later both are reaching new heights. CASA, computer-assisted sperm analysis.
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establish a centroid for each spermatozoon and evaluate
cell motion based on centroid trajectory [1], but at least one
CASA system correlates properties of each pixel in an image
depicting many sperm with temporal ﬂuctuations of the
signal from the same pixel in successive images [13].
Another focuses on bulk movement of the sperm population rather than individual sperm [14]. We elected not to
list available CASA systems or tabulate their characteristics,
because the information would soon be outdated. In at least
one case, seemingly similar systems marketed by sister
companies (i.e., Minitube DE and Minitube USA) contain
different hardware and use independently developed and
validated software (Christian Simmet, personal communication, May 17, 2013). A computer search should reveal
current vendors of CASA systems. With respect to
morphology, a few newer systems detect presence of a
cytoplasmic droplet and bending or coiling of the middle
piece or tail in wet preparations, often concurrently with
motion. This is of great beneﬁt in a boar semen production
unit, and might be useful in bull studs because greater
market demand for semen from young bulls makes timely
morphologic evaluation of each sample important. Most
CASA systems can evaluate intactness of the plasma
membrane of each sperm in a wet preparation, after
exposing sperm to ﬂuorochromes. Using dry preparations
of stained sperm, CASA systems can evaluate morphology
of the sperm head, acrosomal status, and bending or coiling
of the middle piece or tail. Not all vendors provide data
about accuracy and precision of such analyses compared
with manual sperm evaluation of the same ﬁxed samples.
Detection of common morphological abnormalities of
sperm is an important capability of CASA in a production
setting, but quality of data often is insufﬁcient for research.
Most vendors provide software tailored for research or
production use with sperm from one or more speciﬁed
species, and allow selection of summary approaches and
detailed information output.
Anyone considering use of a CASA system should give
serious thought to: (1) ‘questions’ to be addressed; (2)
determination if the system considered for use indeed
can answer the questions posed; and (3) estimated
cost:beneﬁt ratio. Any measurement can only reﬂect the
status of sperm at that point in time while suspended in a
synthetic medium in a restricted space. The medium (or
earlier cell processing) can affect outcome values for any
measured attribute and space restrictions of the specimen
chamber certainly affect sperm motion.
3.1. Overview of system components: Capabilities and
limitations
3.1.1. Optical principals
A spermatozoon in the specimen plane of a microscope
consists of many ‘object points’, each with greater or lesser
intensity. Each object point actually presents a threedimensional diffraction sphere, with intensity and deﬁnition diminishing with distance from the center. The image
of a sperm head consists of many overlapping diffraction
spheres. The microscope objective forms an ‘intermediate
image’ of the object, which is viewed by a detector (eye,
array chip). The intermediate image has point-to-point

lateral resolution (X and Y axes) in all planes perpendicular to the optical axis and axial resolution (Z axis) longitudinal to the optical axis. The distance along the Z axis in
the specimen plane from the nearest to the farthest points
concurrently in focus, is termed ‘depth of ﬁeld’ [15]. The
number of points discerned in an object increases with
magniﬁcation and higher numerical aperture of the
objective. Depth of ﬁeld decreases with magniﬁcation and
higher numerical aperture, and also is affected by wavelength of the illumination and refractive index of the
sperm-containing medium. With 10 or 20 objectives,
theoretical depth of ﬁeld might be 8.5 mm or 5.8 mm,
respectively. Lenses might magnify the intermediate image
impinging on a detector array so a sperm head covers more
pixels; depth of ﬁeld and lateral resolution are unaltered.
A ﬁlm or array chip will detect the intermediate image
only if the preponderance of center points in diffraction
spheres fall within its focal plane (i.e., are in focus). The
human eye is better at detecting objects which are slightly
out of focus, because of a property termed accommodation
(declines with age). The useful depth of ﬁeld of a microscope objective (within which a spermatozoon can differentially energize pixels on an array chip) is greater than the
theoretical value, depending on illumination and the
strategy of algorithms used to detect a spermatozoon’s
energized pixels [1]. A typical array chip has instructions to
detect the center point of each diffraction sphere, and
ignore portions of diffraction spheres less than a set intensity. Emerging technologies can ‘decode’ information
away from the center points of diffraction spheres and
substantially increase depth of ﬁeld and allow visualization
of larger areas (see Section 6.2).
3.1.2. Sperm suspension
Sperm are usually examined after a standard dilution of
neat semen in a complex extender or a simple salts solution. No such medium is similar to the array of ﬂuids sperm
are sequentially exposed to within a female, in terms of
viscosity or concentrations of bioactive ions or molecules
[3,5,6,11,16–19]. These conditions affect sperm function, as
does the specimen chamber, so probably no in vitro measure of sperm motion reﬂects capability within highly
variable milieus in a female’s reproductive tract hours or
days later. Instead, CASA provides information on sperm
motion (or morphology) in deﬁned, standardized conditions, which allow comparisons with other samples similarly evaluated. Deductions on generalized potential
fertility of a current sample might be meaningful if robust
fertility data are available for a series of historic samples.
3.1.3. Specimen chamber
Computer-assisted sperm analysis requires that sperm
are detectable by machine vision [1]. For motion analysis,
disposable chambers (several manufacturers), loaded using
capillary action, with a carefully controlled depth (Z axis;
certiﬁed depth) of 20 or 10 mm often are recommended.
These depths make it less likely that a spermatozoon might
swim up and/or down outside the useful depth of ﬁeld of the
microscope (see Section 3.1.1). However, this means that
sperm from common species cannot swim in their normal
manner; for bull sperm, unrestricted helical excursions of
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the tail require 12 mm in each direction from the plane of
the head [16,20] as a given spermatozoon repositions itself.
Further, proximity to a surface alters sperm velocity and the
pattern of motion, because sperm tend to associate with the
surface [20,21]. Causes for this sperm-to-surface association
remain uncertain [21–23], but it might be surface tension
[24]. In any case, it generally is acknowledged that sperm
swim differently in typical 20-mm chambers than on a
conventional slide (e.g., 7-mL suspension and 22  22 mm
coverglass). For morphology analysis, most systems use a
stained dry preparation (on a conventional slide) although
some now provide comprehensive analysis of head and/or
tail morphology using a wet preparation.
Number of sperm per mm3 is nonuniform in a capillaryloaded 10- or 20-mm deep specimen chamber, with respect
to motile sperm [21,25] and total sperm [25,26]. Capillary
ﬁlling of a chamber results in excessive movement of sperm
(or particles) transversely (X direction) toward the lateral
walls, to an extent dependent on the Z axis, viscosity of the
suspension, and properties (size, etc.) of the sperm (SegreSilberberg effect) [25]. Obviously, this affects measures of
sperm concentration. Effect of nonuniform distribution of
sperm on measured sperm concentration can be minimized by always viewing along the central long axis of the
chamber and applying a correction factor which is dependent on viscosity of the medium and dimensions of the
chamber [25–27]. Some software includes a correction
factor for a stipulated chamber. A standard hemacytometer
(100 mm depth) avoids this problem, but is too deep for use
with current CASA systems. The Segre-Silberberg effect also
could differentially affect number of motile sperm in a
microscopic ﬁeld, as a function of time, because immotile
sperm do not relocate whereas motile sperm redistribute
themselves (i.e., from near lateral wall towards center).
3.1.4. Mechanical stage
Typically CASA systems offer, as an option, an automated
stage to move a slide to predetermined X/Y locations and
then autofocus in the Z axis. Autofocus is advantageous,
because accommodation by a human eye to an out-of-focus
image might place the image out of the plane of the detector
array (a problem more common with young technicians).
The video display should be used to focus rather than the
oculars. An automated stage allows faster and standardized
throughput in preparing semen for processing.
3.1.5. Illumination and optical systems
Marketed systems provide interchangeable use of
broad-band illumination within the visible spectrum (390–
700 nm; maximum visual sensitivity near 550 nm) or
narrow-band illumination obtained with ﬁlters or a special
LED. At least two systems use near-infrared (e.g., 880 nm)
illumination and most offer ultraviolet (e.g., 343 nm) illumination to excite a ﬂuorochrome (e.g., Hoechst 33342 dye
intercalated with sperm DNA). Certain systems use pulsed
illumination, either to obviate the need for a high speed
‘shutter’ on the detector or to reduce exposure of sperm to
harmful ultraviolet illumination.
Conventional optics from standard vendors are used. For
motion analysis with visible light, these include negative
(or positive) phase-contrast objectives (10 or 20) with a
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matched condenser. For sperm in homogenized milk or
certain egg yolk-containing extenders, ﬂuorescent epiillumination, and optics are advantageous to detect sperm
heads after uptake of Hoechst 33342 dye. Fluorescent
illumination also is used in some systems to evaluate sperm
stained with one to three ﬂuorochromes to detect sperm
with membrane damage or lacking a normal acrosome. For
evaluation of sperm morphology, some systems use phasecontrast or differential interference-contrast optics (unstained sperm, wet preparation) whereas other systems
use bright-ﬁeld (stained sperm) optics; objectives range
from 20 to 100. If a system purports to concurrently
detect and measure sperm motion and sperm morphology,
using a sample in a chamber, the system probably uses a
compromise in area viewed, magniﬁcation, appropriate
movement or presentation of sperm, and resolution.
3.1.6. Image capture
For analysis of sperm motion, images usually depict a
0.02-second exposure at a frequency of 50 frames per
second. Image exposure might be controlled via a camera
shutter or the pulse-duration of strobe illumination. The
rate at which images are captured and the duration of a
‘scene’ (e.g., 60 frames per second for 0.5 seconds) affect the
distance a spermatozoon might move between successive
frames or during an entire scene (i.e., curvilinear path).
These have a direct effect on shape of the ‘average path’
calculated for each sperm, deviations from the recorded
path of a spermatozoon’s centroid over successive frames,
and other output values for sperm motion. For analysis of
sperm morphology, one or more frames are typically
evaluated although some systems apparently calculate
morphology statistics based on all frames in a scene.
3.1.7. Software and output measures
Commercially marketed CASA systems use proprietary
software. Open-source software is available, e.g., see
Wilson-Leedy and Ingermann [28]. Motion of each sperm is
recorded as changes in centroid location in successive
frames (Fig. 2) and computations provide output measures
describing the motion (e.g., curvilinear velocity [VCL],
average path velocity [VAP], straight line velocity [VSL],
amplitude of lateral head displacement [ALH], linearity
of the curvilinear path [LIN], straightness of the average
path [STR], and beat-cross frequency [BCF]; deﬁned in
Boyers et al. [1]). Values for each individual spermatozoon,
compiled across all ﬁelds examined, are summarized for
>500 sperm and ideally >1000 sperm per sample. For most
motion measures, values for individual sperm in a sample
are not normally distributed and variance among samples or
among individuals might not be similar. Nevertheless, a
mean  SD is provided; this hides important information
[29]. Better is placement of sperm into three or more predeﬁned classes for each attribute; classes should be based on
historic data rather than quartiles. Data-deﬁned clustering
also might be appropriate [1,29,30]. Some morphology
programs attempt to emulate visual classiﬁcations, but are
validated against subjective observations and descriptions.
Objective approaches measure head length [L], width [W],
area (total number of pixels) [A], and perimeter [P] [1,4,31–
33] which allows calculation of shape ellipticity ([L]/[W]),
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(unfortunately, some CASA systems offer limited possibilities in data output or export). Perusal of such graphs for
many male samples (or cluster analysis of data) would
allow an organization to intelligently select thresholds to
group sperm based on that attribute (e.g., immotile, undesirably slow, and satisfactorily rapid based on VCL). Such
thresholds should be established by each user because their
absolute value will depend on the species, previous sample
processing, interval after dilution or thawing, buffer or
extender during observation, depth of the sample chamber,
framing rate, etc. Then, ‘percentage of motile sperm’ or
‘percentage of satisfactorily rapid sperm’ can be calculated;
this circumvents the normality problem. Morphology
output might be grouped as nonabnormal, abnormal head,
droplet, and abnormal tail. Combining motion and
morphology measures for each spermatozoon could provide a group containing ‘satisfactorily rapid nonabnormal’
cells, but it is not known if their proportion in the total
population would be meaningful to identify ‘dud’ males. In
any case, it should be obligatory that an organization report
all system hardware and software settings for image capture and analysis, and grouping of sperm, whenever
disseminating observations (e.g., to customers, regulators,
or in publications); otherwise the report is meaningless.
3.2. Use of CASA to study sperm biology

Fig. 2. Illustration showing CASA terminology. Initial image processing
provides a centroid for each spermatozoon in the ﬁrst frame of a scene, and
for each cell location of the most probable centroid in successive frames is
deduced. Connecting the centroids for a spermatozoon provides its actual
trajectory, termed curvilinear path. The time-averaged velocity along this
trajectory is termed curvilinear velocity (VCL; mm/s). The average path is
computed, and time-averaged velocity along this trajectory is termed
average path velocity (VAP; mm/s). A straight-line path from the ﬁrst to last
position of a sperm head is plotted, and velocity along this trajectory is
termed straight line velocity (VSL; mm/s). For each centroid location there is
a deviation from the average path, and this is termed the amplitude of
lateral head displacement (ALH; mm). Similarly, there are points where the
curvilinear path intersects the average path, and the number of such intersections is termed beat-cross frequency (BCF; number per second). CASA,
computer-assisted sperm analysis.

elongation ([L  W]/[L þ W]), rugosity (4pA/P2), and regularity ([pLA]  [W/4]) for each sperm head. Alternatively,
size measures can be subjected to Fourier transformations
to provide harmonic amplitudes describing nuclear shape
[34]. Information on sperm head morphology is considered important by operators of bull, ram, or stallion facilities; by clinical veterinarians performing breedingsoundness examinations; and for toxicology research.
Regardless of software, CASA evaluation of sperm
morphology will not replace careful examinations by
humans using light and electron microscopes. One CASA
system purports to measure percentage of normal sperm,
but in actuality derives a sample value by extrapolation
from sperm motion [35].
A graph showing the distribution of sperm in several
classes within each measure is a desirable software output

The forte of CASA systems is to examine the pattern of
sperm head motion in two dimensions, and ignore the fact
that the head also moves in the Z axis even in a restrictively
shallow chamber. Systems also capture changes in shape of
the ﬂagellum. The approach imposes conditions (see Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) which likely suppress display of differences among individual sperm in a sample or from
different male samples. Currently used image sensors
preclude detection of localized ﬂuorescent probes (e.g.,
binding to a receptor or small region of the plasma membrane, or passing through the plasma membrane to
perhaps a 0.2 mm3 region), although bulk ﬂuorescence can
be viewed concurrent with motion. New technologies
likely will remove these limitations (see Section 6).
For a given ejaculate/sample, measures of sperm motion
or morphology, described above, are obtained in a multistage nested model. The technician prepares a sperm suspension (experimental unit) which is placed into 1-3
chambers, for each of which the CASA system examines 3-8
replicate ﬁelds, and for each ﬁeld captures images containing >100 sperm (cell is observational unit). For each
attribute, the variance associated with any level where
there is replication could be calculated or the data for all
ﬁelds could be used to describe that attribute for the
sample, using all values for that experimental unit (N ¼ 1).
Similarly, with CASA morphology data, all values for a given
attribute originating from a given smear of ﬁxed cells, or
suspension of sperm, represent only one experimental unit.
When subpopulations of cells are established, the number
of observational units per subpopulation is reduced, but
collectively they remain as one experimental unit.
When treatments are imposed on ejaculated semen (or
a male), detection of treatment affects depends in part on
sample size for each treatment. Sample size (N) is the
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Fig. 3. Example of data-deﬁned clustering of sperm as subpopulations, rather than summary as a mean or median. Clustering was based on VAP, LIN, ALH, and
BCF of individual cells in three samples from each of seven boars [36]. For the data in the graph, mean VAP of 108 mm/s does not reveal the disparity between
most of the sperm (Cluster 1; mean VAP, 130 mm/s) and the other motile cells (Clusters 2, 3, and 4; mean VAP, 58 mm/s). As detailed [36], cluster analysis revealed
very different motion patterns for sperm in buffer without or with bicarbonate. ALH, amplitude of lateral head displacement; BCF, beat-cross frequency; LIN,
linearity; VAP, average path velocity. Modiﬁed from [36], Figures 1 and 2B.

number of experimental units, deﬁned as the smallest
thing in an experiment to which a treatment can be
imposed and whose response is independent of the responses of the other units. Replication at the male and
ejaculate levels are desirable, and replicate sperm suspensions within treatment-ejaculate-male might be used. In
any case, for each attribute, all values within a given
treatment-ejaculate-male combination must be mathematically collapsed to a single value using appropriate
software or by averaging values for all suspensions,
chambers, and ﬁelds. The resulting collapsed value represents an experimental unit and can be entered into the
statistical analysis model. This scenario also applies when
comparing multiple ejaculates from a given male. Perusal
of CASA literature reveals that some researchers do not
follow these statistical principles.

Regardless of study objective, recognize that CASA systems measure many motion attributes of each cell, but they
are not mutually independent, many might not affect success or failure of a given spermatozoon at each of the many
sites between semen deposition and passage through the
oolemma, and probability of a type 1 error is high [2].
Further, a researcher will need to establish for different
conditions if a high, intermediate, or low value for an
attribute is desirable, and the limits of the biologically
important range [5]. Subpopulations of sampled sperm
should be deﬁned on the basis of a putative biologically
meaningful range for each useful attribute, and the proportion of sperm meeting the criteria studied rather than
means or medians for raw or transformed data. Alternatively, data encompassing all treatments in a study can be
used to identify subpopulations (clusters) of sperm, some
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of which might respond differently to imposed treatment(s) [29,30]. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3.
Success with assisted reproduction (including AI) for
cattle, horses, pigs, and sheep should be enhanced by better
understanding of the roles of molecules interacting with a
spermatozoon’s plasma membrane, or entering the cell.
Hence, CASA could have a role in many research studies,
including selection of sperm modiﬁers for inclusion in
processing or preservation media. Consideration of subpopulations of sperm based on motion or morphology attributes was emphasized earlier in text. When emulating a
spermatozoon’s potential response to likely oviductal signals as a function of length of storage, a change in proportion of sperm falling into major subpopulations has
been far more revealing than traditional means or medians
[17,36]. Computer-assisted sperm analysis and ﬂow
cytometry will continue to have dominant roles in such
research, because a ‘fertility trial’ or ‘ﬁeld trial’ comparing
multiple treatments using AI and replicate ejaculates from
each of a number of male samples would be premature
until better treatments or media were identiﬁed in vitro.
Use of synthetic oviduct ﬂuid in study of postthaw sperm
motion of cells processed by diverse procedures also would
beneﬁt from CASA.
It is common to study fertilizing ability of sperm from
domestic animals in a special ﬁeld trial which might use a
combination of fewer sperm per dose than for commercial

AI, selection of herds of female animals, only nulliparous
female animals, special management or monitoring of female animals, etc. [36,37]. Such trials might show relationships between sperm attributes and number of
accessory sperm per recovered egg, number of oocytes
fertilized, pregnancy rate (or litter size), etc., e.g., see
Henning et al., and Ardón et al. [36,38]. Field trials can point
to important sperm attributes or useful changes in
extender, but they are designed to compare or correlate
under special circumstances rather than to predict
outcome and document the correctness of the predictions.
Records from commercial AI can encompass a large number
of inseminated female animals, but uncontrolled variables
might mask statistical signiﬁcance (see next section).
3.3. Prediction of ‘fertility’ after AI of commercial semen
For a given sample of semen or a group of samples
from a given subject deemed nonabnormal, it is wrong to
think that outcome(s) for laboratory tests, based on CASA
or ﬂow cytometry, can be used to accurately and precisely
predict ‘fertility’ (e.g., pregnancy rate or litter size) which
will be achieved after nonexperimental AI of commercial
semen. The reasons are simple. Figure 4 illustrates the
problem from a spermatozoon’s perspective. Samples
that are not discarded by a technician then are inseminated and subjected to repeated, and somewhat different,

Fig. 4. Selection against semen and/or sperm that are perceived as undesirable occurs repeatedly between ejaculation and fertilization of one or more oocytes
(e.g., [10]). Although obviously inferior samples can be detected at initial evaluation (left), and usually are discarded by a technician, even samples passing ﬁnal
QC before distribution contain an enormous array of sperm with different combinations of attributes (right). Some attributes are quantal (A, B, D, F, H, I) and
others are dose-responsive (C, E, G), see [5]. Each female provides unique microenvironments within the uterus and oviduct, some of which modify many sperm
via a variety of beneﬁcial changes and others which likely foster removal of substantial numbers of sperm from contention as the ‘winner’. Contemplation of the
elements of the ﬁgure, and study of the literature (e.g., [5,7,10]), can only lead to a conclusion that laboratory analysis of semen enables discard of samples
deemed bad on the basis of deﬁned criteria. Nevertheless, reliable and meaningful prediction of the fertility of any individual evaluated sample can not be
provided. QC, quality control; UTJ, utero tubal junction; A to H designate attributes of sperm quality with length of line representing the amount present and the
box the limits of ‘enough’. Right portion of ﬁgure modiﬁed from [5], Figure 5.
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selections by each female subject. Each female subject
also modiﬁes the expression of attributes of each sperm,
so for each cell, the blend of attributes constituting their
‘combined effective amount’ [5] changes and it is not
uniform across all female animals inseminated with that
sample. Further, in commercial use, the male genetic
lineage and herd of female animals, management, environment, AI technician, biology within each female animal, etc., affect success far more than quantity and quality
of the inseminated sperm [7,8,12,37,39], assuming inferior ejaculates were excluded. With pigs, semen characteristics and boar accounted for <7% of the variation in
farrowing rate or litter size [39]. In part, this is because
commercial semen is processed and packaged to minimize differences among samples and male animals [7]. In
appropriately planned research studies, the effect of
sperm attributes on fertility after AI of a limited number
of sperm might be detected in a commercial setting
[36,37]. Although CASA output of motion measures is
impressive, there is a lack of linkage with other traits,
some of which have been identiﬁed as important for
fertility but not measured. Other important sperm attributes remain unidentiﬁed. This does not mean that CASA
has no role in a commercial setting. Quite the contrary;
CASA has an important role in most commercial AI centers as presented in Section 5.
4. Quality control and quality assurance in a
laboratory using CASA
4.1. Quality control versus quality assurance
Quality control (QC) refers to quality-related activities
associated with production of a deliverable, such as
testing, inspection, and ensuring that the deliverable is
complete and meets speciﬁcations. In a semen production
center, QC activity ensures identiﬁcation of inferior samples that should be discarded, so that the marketed
product meets standards. Quality assurance (QA) aims to
prevent defects in the deliverable (i.e., quality problems)
by systematic activities to assure that instruments work
properly, technicians correctly perform tasks, and the QC
program actually is effective. Discussions pertaining to
semen are available [33,40–44], as are examples of
potentially important records [45]. Unfortunately, many
users of CASA have not implemented meaningful QA and
QC programs.
4.2. Quality assurance with respect to a CASA system
To assure that a CASA system works properly (i.e., QA),
validation is crucial and must be performed at multiple
levels including technician(s) and systems they operate,
with periodic revalidation at most levels. Validation always
is system-, settings-, and species-speciﬁc; in the absence of a
‘gold standard’ with true values for any primary measurement of motion or morphology. Early validations showed
that CASA systems could provide reasonably reliable output
values [3,46]. Over 30 years, capability of hardware changed
incredibly, software algorithms became more sophisticated
and often provide motion and morphology information,
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built-in validation paradigms improved, and more vendors
targeted the animal andrology market. Without meaningful
in-house validation of each output measure for each instrument or system, a researcher or AI center cannot be sure
that data serving as the basis for a publication or marketed
product are as stated. Meaningful validations are pivotal for
the professional reputation of an individual or organization,
which is why they are an essential part of ‘good laboratory
practice’; they must follow carefully crafted, detailed, precise protocols.
Reliability and validation of a CASA system starts with
the vendor. A vendor should sell a system which fulﬁlls all
promises with respect to intended use, speciﬁc to the
purchaser. Each CASA system should include software to
perform internal validations, complete with statistics and
graphs, and also to facilitate external validation using
stored digitized images or data. Vendors should provided
data documenting accuracy and precision of image capture
within an appropriate range of settings (depends on species and extender); correctness of algorithms, accuracy, and
reproducibility of primary data; storage of primary and
derived data in a usable form; accuracy and precision of
each output parameter, accompanied by speciﬁc limits of
settings for one or more combinations of sample preparation and chamber type; and versatility and correctness of
summary output which should include multiple gates or
cluster analysis. Explicit statements should address range
in number of pixels per sperm head when operated as
recommended; how the manufacturer determined useful
depth of ﬁeld and recommended chamber depth; and how
the system deals with sperm at one or both chamber interfaces. Vendors should provide documentation sufﬁcient
to convince a knowledgeable and skeptical individual that
the system works as promised and to train users. Excellent
reviews consider factors critically affecting output data
from a CASA system [1,43,47,48].
The user should validate the system in their laboratory
before purchase, before ﬁrst ‘real’ use, and after any update
of software or change of optics, sample chamber, hardware,
extender, extent of sperm dilution, or animal species. Each
user is urged to validate (and revalidate at stipulated intervals) any CASA system, including sample chambers.
Remember, an inattentive or undertrained technician can
render any instrument unreliable or useless. Indeed, precision and accuracy of measurements of sperm concentration, using CASA or other means, can be jeopardized by
inadequate sample mixing, poor pipetting technique, and
imprecise ﬁlling of the chamber. Do not rely solely on information provided by others. Visualization (illumination
plus optics; sensor operation) and each software setting
must be optimized for each extender and sample chamber
used because subtle interactions among these features can
affect outcome values and, hence, their predictive value for
fertilizing potential of sperm from that ‘batch of semen’
after AI. Therefore, it would be imprudent for governmental
regulators to dictate quality of marketed or imported
semen based on analysis at a central facility using standard
instrument settings.
Interlaboratory cross-validation is necessary for any
organization processing commercial semen at several
locations or when a researcher is planning or conducting a
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multicenter study. This could include working with a
reference laboratory where advice from skilled personnel
can be accessed. A starting point is protocols provided by
the manufacturer or vendor (e.g., for calibration of distance
with stage micrometer traceable to international standards), but top-notch organizations will augment those
with additional precisely-written protocols addressing
areas of concern. These might provide greater rigor or
address steps unique to their production or research needs.
In any case, the goal of each validation procedure should be
clearly deﬁned, together with a precise description of examination conditions. Initial validation of each technician
with all evaluation conditions is crucial. Instruction could
be facilitated by e-learning technology [49]. Revalidate all
technicians at intervals deﬁned in the QA program, or as
operating conditions change. Keep detailed records. At
least one external group reviewing production facilities
requires access to detailed historic intralaboratory validation and revalidation data [40].
The ﬁrst step in any validation sequence is to determine
if the system correctly detects and identiﬁes each spermatozoon in a ﬁeld of view, and correctly excludes all objects or particles not actually a sperm head or complete
spermatozoon. Manufactures make this easy by providing
on-screen playback with colored spots on objects considered to be an immotile or motile spermatozoon. Users
should systematically use this capability with each operating condition. Correct or incorrect identiﬁcation is
affected by sample type and medium, chamber depth and
type, illumination type and intensity, optics and magniﬁcation, and focus [1,39]. The image impinging on the detector array interacts with instrument settings to
determine correctness of detecting each sperm head and
rejecting other objects. An instrument might accurately
recognize sperm under ideal conditions, but be inconsistent with ‘real world’ samples. Correctness of these decisions should be >95%, but with murky extenders lower
accuracy might be tolerated. Especially in this situation,
determine if the system is ﬁnding too many sperm or is
missing sperm. In a research setting, manual veriﬁcation of
each identiﬁed sperm, and that sperm have not been falsely
excluded, is advised.
With respect to sperm motion, with each operating
condition, users should systematically use the on-screen
playback capability to determine that software decisions
linking a given cell in successive frames (i.e., curvilinear
path) appear to be correct, even near the upper limit of
recommended number of cells per ﬁeld of view. Correctness of the curvilinear path is crucial because it is the basis
for most other motion calculations [1]. In use, all gates and
threshold settings must remain constant (for a given sample type in a stipulated chamber evaluated with a given
CASA system) for all technicians and across multiple sites.
Sperm concentration is an important CASA output in
many units packaging boar semen, but correctness of
sperm identiﬁcation might be marginal for highly accurate
and precise values. The sample chamber and exactly how it
is used (i.e., technician) can have a profound effect on the
measured value [24–26]. It is important that high-quality
certiﬁed chambers are used, and that chamber depth is
set in the software. All technicians must be precisely

trained on how to ﬁll the chamber and what time to allow
before measurements commence. Further, determine if the
software makes a correction for nonuniform distribution of
sperm within the chamber (see Section 3.1.3). Accuracy of
CASA measurements should be compared for 50 samples,
covering a wide range of values with semen from different
sires, against reference values determined with a NucleoCounter or standard hemacytometer [50,51].
Harmonization of hardware or software settings or results from CASA evaluations of sperm motion or morphology, for sperm from a given species, is an illogical goal
for reasons already discussed. However, national or international agreement on minimum elements for QC/QA
guidelines, including generalized steps for total system
validation is desirable. Possible starting points have been
published [33,44,46].

5. Basis for a decision in a production setting
In a production facility, the potential tasks for CASA are
to identify individual ejaculates containing sperm with
poor potential to provide desired ‘fertility’ (via motion and/
or morphology analysis; comparisons with historic data)
and to enable control over number of sperm placed in each
AI dose (via measurement of concentration). Then technicians discard ‘bad samples’ before processing, or possibly
after a ﬁnal QC evaluation before shipment. As already
discussed, the task is not to predict fertility of a batch of
semen or to identify male subjects potentially having low
fertility, because in commercial herds of female animals,
the observed fertility of a male animal reﬂects far more
than quality of inseminated sperm (e.g., [5–7,9,11]). Further,
the female animal is highly selective in moving some sperm
toward the fertilization site and rejecting or removing by
natural in vivo mechanisms other sperm deemed ‘unsuitable’ [10]; this concept is illustrated in Figure 4.
Production centers strive to maximize successful outcomes (pregnancy rate and litter size) for their customers,
while knowing that management of certain herds is less
than ideal. Hence, the goal of technicians in a production
laboratory is to correctly identify ejaculates in which a
dominant subpopulation of sperm is ‘abnormal’ (for at least
one important attribute), with the assumption that semen
is unlikely to provide desirable fertility after AI of estrous
female animals in well managed herds [5].
All semen processors package each batch of semen (i.e.,
one ejaculate or pool of ejaculates) as doses (e.g., 3  109
unfrozen boar sperm or 10  106 cryopreserved bull sperm)
intended to maximize probability of a favorable outcome
after insemination and to minimize differences among male
animals or batches within male animals. For most animals or
pools of semen, when used as anticipated, such insemination doses provide more than sufﬁcient ‘good sperm’ to
maximize pregnancy outcomes. For this and other reasons
[5,7,10], identiﬁcation of inferior samples or male animals on
the basis of outcome after AI of commercial doses prepared
for use in commercial herds is imprecise. Nevertheless,
ejaculates containing a preponderance of sperm likely to
have poor fertilizing potential, especially when the female
animals offer less than ideal conditions (for whatever
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reason), can be identiﬁed with appropriate laboratory tests,
including CASA. Such samples should be discarded.
Many boar studs rely on CASA to measure sperm concentration for use in calculation of dilution and sperm dose.
This is because this measurement does not add a step in
addition to analysis of sperm motion, and is expeditious
when >40 ejaculates might be processed each hour.
However, most bull studs and facilities that cryopreserve
stallion semen consider CASA-concentration values too
inaccurate and imprecise, considering the high extension
rates used with bull semen (they favor a NucleoCounter or a
carefully calibrated and operated spectrophotometer). Sole
reliance on CASA measures of sperm motion probably is
more common in organizations processing boar or stallion
sperm than in those processing sperm from bulls, although
use with bull sperm is increasing (especially for postthaw
evaluations used for ﬁnal decisions). Computer-assisted
sperm analysis/motion analysis is advantageous for QC,
because analysis parameters and outcome data can be
downloaded and shared electronically. All semen marketing organizations discard samples in which too many
sperm are morphologically abnormal, but close scrutiny of
each ejaculate is not typical. The capability of some CASA
systems to automatically detect most sperm with a cytoplasmic droplet or bent tail, current with measurement of
sperm motion, adds valuable information on which to base
a discard/use decision.
Most CASA systems can evaluate exclusion of dye by
each spermatozoon’s plasma membrane. This might add
relevant information in situations in which membrane
status is not closely linked with progressive motility.
With respect to sperm motion, CASA systems overwhelm a technician with different measures. For a production setting we believe in simplicity and recommend
reliance on VCL and STR (VSL/VAP) for each spermatozoon
with categorization into three groups: (1) immotile, VCL
near zero; (2) undesirable, low VCL or STR; and (3) satisfactory, VCL and STR meet standards. Because the goal is to
discard unsatisfactory samples, only samples meeting the
local standard for having a sufﬁcient percentage of ‘satisfactory’ sperm should be processed or shipped. The actual
demarcations among the three values for VCL and STR (or
whatever attribute) should be established locally, because
species, extenders, management preference (err on the safe
side or ship maximum number of doses), CASA systems,
and uncontrolled or unrecognized variables determine
demarcation points. Establish demarcation points locally by
perusal of graphs of VCL and STR (Y, number sperm; X, VCL
or STR), and also plot VCL versus STR to decide if STR really
adds information. When demarcation points are established, the computer can be instructed to: (1) calculate
percentage of sperm in each group; and (2) provide a decision if the proportion of satisfactory sperm in the sample
dictates discard or process and ship. This approach circumvents the normality problem of motion data (noted in
Section 3.1.7) and automates decision-making.
6. Future directions
Conditions to study sperm motion are a compromise.
Sperm are suspended in a medium unlike any they will
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encounter in vivo. The suspension is viewed in a chamber (or
droplet) in which sperm accumulate at interfaces between
the suspension and air, or chamber wall, where they swim
differently than if distant from the interface [21,22,52]. Laws
of optics impose a shallow depth of ﬁeld in which an object
spermatozoon can be detected by a typical array chip (see
Section 3.1.1) and even in a 20-mm deep chamber some
sperm might be undetected. Approaches to acquire images
of sperm swimming in three dimensions are emerging
(summarized in Section 6.2). Researchers studying sperm
biology should push to advance their availability, because
shallow depth of ﬁeld hampers unfettered sperm motion.
However, it is unlikely that a shift from current approaches
to measuring sperm motion or morphology in a deep
chamber will enhance decision-making in a production facility, where the goal is to rapidly identify and discard
samples containing too many sperm deemed abnormal
based on historic data for many similar samples viewed with
the same system and conditions. Clinicians in the ﬁeld (e.g.,
breeding soundness examination of bulls in ranch conditions, or wildlife in the ﬁeld) or in a small ﬁxed-site practice
should provide a market for a robust, simple, bifunctional
CASA system to report percentages of motile (based on VCL,
VAP, and/or LIN) and nonabnormal morphology (based on
2–4 criteria for head and tail) sperm.
6.1. Field-use device
A portable CASA system capable of measuring motion
and morphology of individual sperm would beneﬁt veterinary and human medicine. Development could start with an
integrated camera software chip [53,54] or by modifying
and reprogramming today’s detector arrays [55–57]. Perusal
of Tseng et al. [58] shows what might be possible starting
with a camera phone, if the adapter-provided temperature
control and software was enhanced. A camera tablet might
provide greater computational power. Software should
measure VCL and abnormal or normal status of each spermatozoon, and provide summary data for proportion of
sperm meeting user-deﬁned criteria. Estimated development cost versus proﬁt from potential sales might be marginal for veterinary markets, but adding human markets in
‘developing countries’ would shift the balance.
6.2. Enhanced depth of ﬁeld systems
Enhanced depth of ﬁeld would beneﬁt sperm biologists.
Perhaps the simplest approach is decoding of the intermediate image’s diffraction patterns (any microscope;
described in Section 3.1.1) to provide a high-resolution ﬁnal
image of cells in a deep chamber. This can be entirely
software-based or combined with intentional degrading of
the intermediate image with a modiﬁed objective [53].
Software to decode the intermediate image acquired using
a Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS)
detector can use on-chip signal processing, or be separate.
In either case, greatly enhanced depth of ﬁeld is obtained
over a wide ﬁeld of view to produce a high-resolution
image. High depth of ﬁeld CMOS detectors with on-chip
decoding are marketed (e.g., OV5642 [54]), and have been
incorporated in some camera phones.
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Holography is possible, using the image sensor and
computational chip(s) in a camera phone. They can provide
a lensless system to image light passing through samples in
a 8 to 20 mm2 chamber 150 mm deep [52,55–60]. Images
can be accumulated at 143 frames per second for 10 to 20
seconds in 50 ﬁelds of view. For horse or human sperm,
traditional VCL, VSL, ALH, and linearity were calculated
[52]. Unique patterns of motion were evidenced by >25% of
horse sperm. Such devices decouple ﬁeld of view and depth
of ﬁeld, yet provide sufﬁcient resolution to image many
sperm in a chamber which should not restrict velocity or
pattern of motion. Disadvantages include limitation to
bright-ﬁeld optics and a large computational demand [61].
Stacking multiple images is an approach. Certain digital
cameras actually take multiple images, each with a slightly
different focus distance, and decide which is best. All images could be retained and then combined. Alternatively, a
technician could focus a microscope at different points
along the Z axis and use ‘focus stacking’ software to provide
one image with desired depth of ﬁeld. An ingenious
approach is use of a piezoelectric device to move a phasecontrast objective up and/or down the optical axis of an
inverted microscope at 30 or 70 Hz (like turning the focus
knob), enabling a high-speed detector to capture a ‘stack’ of
sharp images each representing a shallow slice of the
sample [45,60]. Analyzing a stack of images with novel
software allowed automated tracking of multiple sperm.
6.3. Flow stream system
An available low-pressure, laminar-ﬂow instrument
combines localization and quantiﬁcation of ﬂuorochromelabeled probes (up to 5 colors and 5000 cells per second)
with acquisition of a high-resolution digital image of each
cell viewed in bright-ﬁeld and/or dark-ﬁeld with an
extended depth of ﬁeld [62,63]. This instrument is very
expensive, but seemingly enables basic studies of sperm
morphology and function impossible using a CASA system,
because of far greater detector sensitivity when visualizing
small areas of a spermatozoon. This instrument cannot
measure sperm motion.
7. Conclusion
After 40 years, CASA is widely accepted by the animal
reproduction community, both for use in production units
and for research on basic sperm biology. The basics of CASA
technology have stood the test of time, but advances in
imaging and computing technologies have ‘compressed
time’ so users obtain a plethora of motion traits for hundreds of sperm almost instantaneously. To avoid generation
of meaningless data and to realize the full potential of
CASA, readers should remember two things: (1) many
factors can inﬂuence accuracy and precision of output
values; validate all hardware and software settings with
your samples and technician(s), and revalidate on a regular
basis; and (2) determine appropriate subgroup limits for
each measure of sperm motion in typical samples you
evaluate, and use these boundaries to visualize and summarize subpopulations of sperm in each sample analyzed;

do not rely on means or medians. Future developments in
CASA might provide greater depth of ﬁeld to visualize the
three-dimensional motion of sperm in different environments or enable marketing a portable ‘core output’ CASA
system for use in veterinary and human medicine.
It is inappropriate to continue the myth that evaluation
of sperm motion can accurately predict the fertilizing potential of sperm in a given sample when used for AI.
However, when carefully validated, current CASA systems
provide information important for both QC and QA of
semen planned for marketing, and for research aimed at
unraveling the diversity of sperm responses to changes in
their microenvironment.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
theriogenology.2013.09.004.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
A brief history of computer-assisted sperm analysis
Antoni Leeuwenhoek fabricated superb single-lens microscopes (e.g., lens with 0.7-mm radius of curvature and
magniﬁcation 270) [1,2]. Sperm were observed separately
by Johan Ham and Leeuwenhoek before their shared examination of human semen in 1677. After a few more observations of his own semen, Leeuwenhoek submitted a
November 1677 letter to the Royal Society (London)
describing many motile sperm in fresh semen, and their
size and shape [1]. A 1678 letter included drawings of
human and dog sperm. Over the next 21 years, Leeuwenhoek and others published drawings of sperm from
farm animals and other species [1,3].
Compound microscopes evolved slowly. After 1900,
sperm increasingly were studied using bright- and darkﬁeld optics. Phase-contrast optics were developed shortly
before World War II, and in the 1950s, phase-contrast microscopes were found in laboratories of pioneering spermatologists and then a few animal genetic centers (bull
studs). These revolutionary microscopes allowed unambiguous visualization of sperm with low- and high-power
objectives.
To enhance research on sperm function, starting in the
1940s, a few spermatologists sought objective data (i.e.,
bias-free) on the movement of sperm in synthetic media,
percentage of motile cells, and velocity of each cell. They
used available electronic or ﬁlm-based technology
(reviewed in [4–7]). In the 1970s: (1) programmable digital
computers became available; and (2) governmental
agencies, in the United States and Soviet Union, were
interested in tracking moving objects such as missiles or
satellites. Biologists interested in quantifying movement of
microscopic organisms, including sperm, sensed the potential of this new technology [4–7]. Development of a
primitive edge-location (track) computer-assisted sperm
analysis (CASA) system was initiated in 1974, completed in
1975 [7,8], and extensively validated [4]. This system and its
capabilities are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. A lightscatter CASA system was described in 1977 [9]. The ﬁrst
report of a fully automated CASA system in 1985, used an
Expert Vision system developed for other purposes [10,11].
Publications using automated CASA evaluation of sperm
morphology started in 1992 [12,13].
Commercial developers of CASA systems sought to make
a proﬁt. The utilitarian goals were to sell systems to laboratories evaluating human semen and to andrologists
seeking to improve procedures to store sperm from food- or
ﬁber-producing animals. A secondary goal was to establish
standards useful in training or retraining individuals making
subjective evaluations in a clinical or commercial setting
(e.g., animal genetics companies) [6,8]. An oversimpliﬁed
description of a typical trajectory-analysis CASA system is
that a microscopic image is acquired using an imaging chip,
analog output is converted to digital data, proprietary software detects edges of (or diffraction from) objects in the
image, decides which objects are presumed sperm based on
multiple criteria applied to the head and/or detection of a
middle piece, and assigns a ‘centroid’ to each sperm head

(detail in [5]). Algorithms are given a maximum distance a
spermatozoon might move between two successive frames
and, based on likelihood, deduce which centroids in successive images should be connected as a track which is used
to characterize motion of a given spermatozoon and estimate its velocity [5,7]. Velocity values for many sperm allow
calculating percentage of sperm exceeding a threshold
value.
The ﬁrst commercial system developed speciﬁcally for
evaluation of sperm motion was the CellSoft system, ﬁrst
available in 1985, which was the basis for a number of
publications involving sperm from bulls and other species
[5,6]. Both the ExpertVision (evolved as CellTrak system for
sperm) and CellSoft systems used a free-standing phasecontrast microscope with a heated stage and video camera. A cable led to a computer which controlled real-time
video capture and analyzed the images to provide summary data. In 1986, the HTM-2000 was introduced as a
‘system in a box’, designed to quantify changes in stallion
sperm during dilution and storage. The HTM-2000 offered
a number of technical advantages [6]. In due course, marketing of CellSoft systems ceased and CellTrak was no
longer marketed for sperm analysis. Apparently the HTM2000 was commercially viable, because most features
were retained, enhanced, and augmented in IVOS and
CEROS (identical computer elements to use with freestanding microscope) systems marketed in 1992 [14] and
periodically updated.
At least two other systems, each with distinctive features, were introduced in the 1990s [6]. The SM-CMA system was the ﬁrst to use detection of the middle piece as a
secondary factor in deciding that an immotile object was a
spermatozoon. It also incorporated algorithms allowing
extensions of the paths of two cells whose trajectories
intersected or entered a region of uncertainty, the bumpand-cross problem [5], eliminating bias consequent to
exclusion of part or all of such tracks. The Hobson Sperm
Tracker allowed tracking individual sperm for longer intervals than possible with other contemporaneous systems.
Apparently these two systems are no longer marketed,
although some remain in use. A current CASA system is
shown in Supplementary Figure 2.
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Prototype CASA system developed in 1974/1975 [7,8], and subjected to comprehensive validation [4]. (A) Technician operating the system
running on a PDP-11 computer with associated video-compressor, data disc, monitor, and keyboard. (B) Traces of computer-connected centroids for 45 sperm
evaluated in four frames captured at 25 frames per second (up to eight frames could be evaluated). Sperm with a velocity <35 m/s were considered immotile, and
some sperm had a velocity >150 mm/s. Sperm in this ﬁeld had velocities ranging from 35 to 132 mm/s (mean 79  5 mm/s). (C) Predicted SDs for percentage of
motile sperm as a function of number of slides evaluated per sample and number of scenes per slide. (D) Inﬂuence of buffer viscosity (adjusted with Ficoll) on
sperm velocity and percentage of motile sperm. CASA, computer-assisted sperm analysis. Panel B is reproduced with permission from [8]; and panels C and D
from [4].
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Views of a 2014 CASA system. Display of: (A) sperm
motion; and (B) sperm morphology. CASA, computer-assisted sperm analysis. Modiﬁed from images provided by C. Simmet.

